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Abstract
Influenced by the uncertainty of global economic and market, the global shipping
market experienced a dramatic depression in recent years, especially for the liner
shipping companies whose main business heavily depends on the international trades.
Through merger and acquisition strategy or internally organic growth strategy and
using their existing global logistics networks, liner companies could expands its
logistics functions from single ocean shipping to hinterland railroad and truck
transportation, even the aero transportation services. Only with such a logistics
services integration strategy could liner shipping companies to satisfy customers’ ever
increasing requirement of the lean and “just in time” logistics for their global
manufacturing, so that liner companies could recapture competitive capabilities and
retain customers’ loyalty which may help them to cope with the fluctuating market
and mitigate the effects of the economic uncertainty. Through a case study of COSCO
logistics, this study will analyze the logistics service efficiency and its contribution to
the parent shipping company.

By the comparison of the company’s financial

performance, capacity utilization and the significance of logistics revenue before and
after the logistics services launching through three hypotheses of the benefits from the
liner shipping companies’ comprehensive logistics services, and by using collected
data from COSCO annual report or fact books to make simple linear progression
analysis, sensitivity analysis and correlation coefficient analysis to test the benefits
hypotheses, the objective of this study is to verify the effective of the liner companies’
logistics operation and its contribution to the liners overall development. After a case
study, a simple comparison of five major ocean carriers’ logistics performance will
also be presented. Certainly, at the end of the study, the limitation of this study and
future research suggestion will also be given.
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Chapter 1 Introduction
1.1 International market background
After entering the 21st century, the global liner shipping market has experienced a
historical prosperity because of the fast economic development of the developing
countries, especially those countries in Asia area like China and India, which led to a
huge demand for the shipping transportation. As showed in UNCTAD(2011) report,
during this prosperous time, demand for seaborne transportation almost had a double
digits growth annually until 2008, and the container shipping sector has the biggest
growth for years compared with the Tanker and Dry Bulk volume(see Figure 1&2).
Figure 1. Global container, tanker, and major dry bulk volumes, 1990-2011

Regarding to the container shipping industry, it has become increasingly consolidated
during recent years. Liner companies have tailored their business strategies under the
premises of strong growth of container trade fuelled by the production globalization
process and the large-scale adoption of the container, and liners merger and
acquisition is forecast to continue (Notteboom 2011). Until 1 January 2011, the
largest 20 lines controlled almost 11 million TEUs of shipboard capacity, which at
that time was equivalent to about 70% of all cellular capacity worldwide (see Table
1).
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Figure 2. Global container trade, 1990-2011(TEUs and annual percentage change)

Table1. Top 20 leading operators of container ships, 1 January 2011
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However, the unpredictable economic crisis which began in United States due to the
severe sub-credit problem of the real estate market caused fierce deterioration of the
global economic since 2008 which directly led to the dramatic fluctuation of the
international trade and global production. This economic crisis has affected the global
liner shipping industry in a deep decline. Data from the Drewry Shipping consultant
(2011) showed that against a background of deteriorating economic conditions, the
whole liner shipping industry strives to savage itself from the bog of depressed market
with overcapacity, low demand and freight rates.

As data of October 2011, the global liner fleet numbered 5,083 vessels, with a
nominal capacity of 15.11 million TEUs (see Table 2). But at the end of the third
quarter of 2011, about 980,000 TEUs capacity had been added to the global fleet since
the beginning of the year, this 8.6% fleet growth is running a couple of percentage
points above global demand growth for this year. On the contrary, in the scrapping
market, only about 30,000 TEUs capacity were demolished in the full to the end of
September of 2011, this figure is considerably lower than in the past two years and
will lead to virtually no modification of the global fleet. In addition, the number of the
older ships (more than 25 years age) could be scrapped in early October 2011
estimated by Drewry approximately 300,000 TEUs capacity, this total only equates to
around 2% of global capacity which could do nothing to help the supply/demand
balance in the trades that are experiencing real difficulties.

This situation directly affected the freight rates level negatively, the average revenue
of per TEU experienced a significant decline (see Figure 3). For example, With
Drewry’s 2011 all-in weighted average East-West freight rate set to reach as low as
$1,294 per TEU, many carriers are likely to be operating at a loss on these trades.
This decline proves the inability of carriers to deal with the market overcapacity and
align their rates with rising costs, especially for the high bunker costs. As showed in
the Figure 4, after the short recovery in profitability recorded in 2010, the even worse
condition has thrown most carriers deep into the red. As Drewry estimated, Carrier
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losses worsened in the third quarter of 2011, the liner industry operating loss for 2011
is almost as bad as it was in 2009, that the industry made a loss of $2.3 billion in third
quarter, the operating margin fell to -4.9% as unit revenue, which is already below
costs.
Table 2. Global containership fleet by size range (1 October 2011)

Source: Drewry Maritime research

According to the Top 20 carriers published financials, Hapag-Lloyd was the only
carrier to turn a profit ($46 million) in the third quarter 2011, while other two carriers,
Wan Hai and RCL, also made small profits as their primary intra-Asia trade remained
relatively strong( see Figure 5).Compared with 2010 revenue and profit, the top 20
liner carriers are really experiencing a difficult times(see appendix 1). Shipping lines
may have not gone far enough to combat the bad economic situation, but it is the
exactly right time for the liner companies to reconsider their development strategy.
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Figure 3. Average revenue per TEU of 5 major carriers 2008-2011(US$ per TEU)

Source: Drewry Maritime research

Figure 4. Carrier EBIT profit/ loss and operating margins, 1Q08-4Q11
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Figure 5. operating margins of selected carriers, 3 rd quarter 2011

With the fast technological development and intensity, one of the key pressures
encouraging global integration, the Global Production Network (GPN) has been
established. Nowadays, International firms pursuing a global strategy will search for
competitive advantage by locating activities in the best (and in the optimum number
of) locations worldwide, and it will seek to manage those activities as interdependent
members of a single system, not as a portfolio of independent businesses (Hout,
Porter & Rudden, 1982; Porter, 1986 Cited in Notteboom &Podrigue 2008,pp
152–174,). This means that firms are increasingly adopting a supply chain approach
as a new way to integrate their own operations and to extend this integration to their
supply chain partners. In this phase, gaining competitive advantage no longer depends
exclusively on the level of integration within the firm itself, but rather on exploiting
the advantages derived from integrating suppliers (of goods and services) and
continuous improvements in quality, cost and delivery. Therefore, the Global Supply
chain integration has become an emergent issue for those multinational companies.
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As Containerization of Liner service can improve the competitive playing field for
global manufacturing in the transport chain by providing new value-added services in
an integrated package, through freight integration along the supply chain. So
nowadays most Manufacturers who previously had limited access to the global market
because of remote locations and lack of transport infrastructures realized that the
universal widespread of the container as a global transport product provide them a
new set of opportunities for their multinational business operation (Notteboom
&Podrigue 2008, pp152–174). And furthermore, the worldwide networks of liner
shipping companies could also help manufacturers to have an easy connection with
their partners all around the world for close cooperation and collaboration, the global
supply chain efficiency has become a reality through liner shipping’s integrated
logistics services package.
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1.2 The Objective and Structure

The objective of this study is to verify the efficiency of the liner companies’
comprehensive logistics operation and its contribution to the liners overall
performance development. To exemplify the new strategy of the integrated logistics
services providing of Liner companies and test the efficiency of this comprehensive
logistics services, this article will use an empirical case study of COSCO logistics to
analyze the logistics service efficiency and its contribution to its liner shipping
company. By the comparison of the company’s financial performance, capability
utilization efficiency and market performance before and after the logistics services
launching, three hypotheses of the benefits from the liner shipping companies’
comprehensive logistics will be tested and verified. Begin with the introduction of
COSCO’s logistics; three hypotheses of the benefits will be described in detail. Then,
by using collected data from COSCO annual report or fact books, an analysis of
COSCO’s performance before logistics services launching will be presented.
Following the preliminary analysis, significant data analysis of COSCO’s
performance after logistics services providing will be made. In addition, a comparison
between the different strategy periods will also be carried out so as to verify the
hypotheses of the logistics efficiency. Regarding with the data analysis, simple linear
progression analysis, sensitivity analysis and correlation coefficient analysis will be
applied during the testing process for the benefits hypotheses. After the case study, a
simple comparison of five major ocean carriers’ logistics performance will also be
presented. At the end of the study, after a necessary study conclusion, the limitation of
this study and future research suggestion will also be given.

1.3 The Methodology
This paper will use data from the biggest Chinese shipping line company of COSCO
and its logistics division to carry out a case study to verify the efficiency of the
logistics services of Liner Company. As Leonard (1990, pp 248-266) pointed out that
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as case study is a history of a past or current phenomenon, draw from multiple sources
of evidence, it can include data from direct observation as well as public and private
archives, any fact relevant to the stream of events describing the phenomenon is a
potential datum in a case study since context is important. So to meet the quality
requirements of the current research and the methodological criteria of good scientific
practice, this case study will retrieve the secondary data from official data archives of
annual reports and fact books of COSCO available via Internet and Organizational
data files as well as some internal unpublished financial data, so as to ensure the
quality of the data in precise and relevant, hence data applied in the study analysis
could be pragmatic and reliable. In similar, after the case study , the comparison part
of major liner companies

logistics services efficiency, secondary data will also be

collected from earlier resources of relevant companies such as official statistics,
administrative records or other accounts kept routinely by organizations(Hox &
Boeije, 2005).

To test the efficiency of logistics services and its contribution to liner companies’
whole performance, three hypotheses will be produced as follows:
1) Hypothesis 1: Liner companies’ comprehensive logistics services benefit the
major revenue results of shipping lines
2) Hypothesis 2: Liner companies’ comprehensive logistics services benefit the
Liners capacity utilization
3) Hypothesis 3: Liner companies’ comprehensive logistics services become the
significant factor to resist the uncertainty of liner industry
To carry out the data analysis for the hypotheses verification, different practical data
of COSCO will be employed for each hypothesis test. For Hypothesis 1, the logistics
revenue and major business sectors’ total revenue of the COSCO line will be collected
as two indicators for study. The major revenue data of two periods that of before and
after the logistics services launching will have a comparison, this comparison will try
to present a clear picture that if the logistics revenue has contribute to the liner
companies’ major revenue and influence the major revenue in a significant growth. In
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addition to the major revenue comparison, the simple linear regression analysis and
sensitivity analysis between the logistics revenue and major revenue will also be made,
as well as the correlation coefficient analysis between the two revenues, so as to
clarify the relationship between these two indicators and the validity of the
comparison. For Hypothesis 2, to test the influence of the logistics services on the
liner’s carrying capacity utilization efficiency, history data of COSCO’s transported
TEUs and overall TEUs capacity will be collected to make a comparison between two
different strategy periods, and to find out its relationship with logistics services. For
the last Hypothesis, the logistics services revenue growth rate will be used to compare
with that of the major revenue of COSCO, and its proportion in the overall turnover of
the liner company will also be depicted, so as to clarify the business position of the
logistics services in the liner company. Certainly, the relationship validity of these
indicators will also be analyzed through simple liner regression analysis, correlation
coefficient test , and sensitivity analysis as well.

Regarding to the data analysis approaches that to be applied in testing the relationship
of relevant indicators in each hypothesis, the detail methodological application of
three approaches (simple linear regression analysis, correlation coefficient analysis
and sensitivity analysis) are as follows:
The linear regression model provides a powerful device for organizing data analysis.
Sensitivity analysis can be used as an aid in identifying the important uncertainties for
the purpose of prioritizing additional data collection or research (Cullen and Frey,
1999). In simple linear regression analysis, if the significance F (same as p value) is
within the scope as 0.05≥p>0.01, it means this linear regression model is a valid
statistics study, and there is significant linear regression relationship between X and Y.
The another indicator of R square measures the Goodness of fit of the linear
regression equation, the bigger the values of R square, the better of the fitness of the
equation, so there is stronger linear relation between these two variables. In addition,
if the absolute values of the Standard residuals are scattered within the scope between
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(-2，2), this means the confidence degree is reliable, it also proved the ideal situation
of Goodness of fit between the equation and the observation value, which means there
is an obvious linear relationship between the variables of X and Y. Most commonly
the modeling is aimed at describing how the mean of the dependent variable E(Y)
changes with changing conditions; the variance of the dependent variable is assumed
to be affected by the changing conditions. The simplest linear model involves only
one independent variable and states Model that the true mean of the dependent
variable changes at a constant rate as the value of the independent variable increases
or decreases. Thus, the functional relationship between the true mean of Yi, denoted
by E(Yi), and Xi is the equation of a straight line:
E(Yi) = β0 + β1 Xi.
β0 is the intercept, the value of E(Yi) when X = 0, and β1 is the slope of the line, the
rate of change in E(Yi) per unit change in X (Zhu 2009).

Different from regression coefficient which shows the quantitative rise and full
relationship between variables, the correlation coefficient is for the measurement of
the relevance degree and direction of variables. In probability theory and Statistics
study, Correlation Coefficient shows the strength and direction of two variables linear
relationship. The meaning of correlation is to measure the independent distance of
two variables. (Pearson 1900 )
The value of Correlation coefficient(r) is between –1and+1，that is –1≤r≤+1, in detail：


If r>0，variables are positively related; if r<0，then variables are negatively
related.



If |r|=1，variable have complete linear correlation, that is function related.



If r=0，variables have no linear correlation.



If 0<|r|<1，variables have linear correlation in some extent, the closer of |r| to
1，the stronger linear correlation between variables；the closer of |r| to 0，the
weaker linear correlation between variables.
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There are three divided value level of within 0<|r|<1：|r|<0.4 means low linear
correlation；0.4≤|r|<0.7 means obvious linear correlation；0.7≤|r|<1 means high
linear correlation.

Through above simplest linear model and correlation coefficient to analyze the
relationship between indicators in each of the three hypotheses, the validity of the
analysis between the indicators could be verified and ensure the study to be kept in
practical and meaningful.
Furthermore, sensitivity analysis can play an important role in model verification and
validation throughout the course of model development and refinement (Fraedrich and
Goldberg, 2000, pp.55-62). Sensitivity analysis also can be used to provide insight
into the robustness of model results when making decisions. Sensitivity analysis
methods have been applied in various fields including complex engineering systems,
economics, physics, social sciences, medical decision making, and others. Therefore
sensitivity analysis as an instrument for the assessment of the input parameters with
respect to their impact on model output is useful not only for model development, but
also for model validation and reduction of uncertainty. Sensitivity analyses are then
can be preformed to evaluate the gradients of the error functions with respect to the
model parameters used in the hypotheses analysis (Saltelli, Chan & Scottet 2000). In
the hypothesis test, through sensitivity analysis, the significance extent of the major
impact by the logistics services on variable efficiency indicators (such as major
revenues, turnover) can be find out and be estimated as well, and then to determine if
the risk of the logistics services investment project is tolerated or not. In this study, a
relatively simple sensitivity test will be carried out through the adjustment of the
logistics revenue to see its impact on the related indicators, then to determine the
sensitivity degree between these indicators so as to verify the significance extent of
the comprehensive logistics services. Therefore, to verify the validation of the
benefits hypothesis about the logistics services strategy.
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Chapter 2 Literature Review
2.1What is shipping lines’ comprehensive logistics
According to Christopher and Towill (2000, pp 206-213) "leading edge companies of
Global Production Network (GPN) have realized that the real competition is not
company against company, but rather supply chain against supply chain". This means
that firms are increasingly adopting a supply chain approach as a new way to integrate
their own operations and to extend this integration to their supply chain partners. In
this phase, gaining competitive advantage no longer depends exclusively on the level
of integration within the firm itself, but rather on exploiting the advantages derived
from integrating suppliers (of goods and services) and continuous improvements in
quality, cost and delivery. Therefore, the Global Supply chain integration has become
an emergent issue for those multinational companies.

While GPN have made many manufacturers contemplate global logistics strategies
rather than simply relying on conventional shipping or forwarding activities, to have a
deep understanding of global efficient logistics activities is a must for Liner services
companies which is the backbone of international trade in manufactured goods,
because liner shipping moves vast quantities of consumer, industry and military goods
such as electric appliances, clothes and milling machines etc. (Helmick 2001, pg.
20).As the council of logistics management (CLM 2004 cited in Stank,Davis& Fugate
2005, pp. 27-46) defined, comprehensive Logistics management is that part of SCM
that plans, implements, and controls the efficient, effective forward and reverse flow
and storage of goods, services, and related information between the point of origin
and the point of consumption in order to meet customer’s requirements. Under this
requirement, Containerization of Liner service can level the competitive playing field
for global manufacturing in the transport chain by providing new comprehensive
value-added logistics services in an integrated package, through freight integration
along the supply chain. Most actors Manufacturers who previously had limited access
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to the global market because of remote locations and lack of transport infrastructures
realized that the ubiquity of the container as a global transport product is linked to a
whole new set of opportunities(Notteboom &Podrigue 2008, pp.152–174). And the
worldwide networks of liner shipping companies could also help manufacturers to
have an easy connection with their partners all around the world for close cooperation
and collaboration, the global supply chain efficiency has become a reality through
comprehensive logistics services of liner shipping’s integrated package of the
combine ocean shipping, hinterland railroad and truck transportation, and aero
transportation service together.
2.2 Relevant research
According to Wong’s (2002) research study, Ocean carriers are now under the risk of
becoming ocean transport contractors for freight forwarder and third party logistics
operators. There would be a total shift of power, both in terms of cargo volumes and
market intelligence. To face this challenge, ocean carriers have no choice but to offer
a range of value-added service to attract direct accounts. Carriers will find themselves
being forced to provide more sophisticated logistics system to satisfy customers’
highly accurate supply chain management demand and coordinated actions among
supply chain partners. So that, Ocean carriers once get involved in the supply chain
process and being invited as a strategic partner, they have to be prepared to provide a
cost-effective and tailor-made shipping service to their customers. (Brooks, 2000).In
response to this risk, many ocean carriers have either set up a separate logistics firms
to expand their business scope or add more value added activities to their core
shipping services to increase the attractiveness of their services. For example, Maersk
Sealand, APL, OOCL, K-Line, etc. have already established a separate third party
logistics firms. Basically, these logistics firms primarily serve the carriers' own loyal
customers' logistics needs. Meanwhile, these firms can help diversify the business
activities of the parent companies. For the latter case, carriers like Evergreen, Zim
Line, try to incorporate more different value added activities such as web-based
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service offerings, specialized cargo handling, etc. Furthermore, according to Ding
(2010, pp. 1299-1307), the global shipping carrier-based logistics service providers
(GSLPs) are emerged due to the acute competitions and many changes among global
shipping carriers (GSCs) focusing on business logistics. Total solutions of many
logistics services are integrated by these GSCs, and as a result, the goals of customer
satisfaction and customer value (CV) in the shipping market are striving toward by
GSCs. Ding also (2010, pp. 1299-1307) had evaluated the critical factors influencing
Customer Value for GSLPs based on the shippers’ perspective in Taiwan in the
empirical survey via fuzzy AHP approach.
Although there is few study about the benefits of comprehensive logistics services of
liner shipping, there are a lot of literature has examined a variety of measures to
measure general or specific performance of logistics service providers regarding
transport activities, timeliness and accuracy, delivery performance (Stewart, 1995, pp
38–44), personnel scheduling and safety measures (Crum and Morrow, 2002, pp.
20-41). Mentzer and Konrad (1991) define performance measures in five sub-areas of
logistics: transportation, warehousing, inventory control, and order processing and
logistics administration. Logistics service providers can also be distinguished based
on characteristics of customer relationships, customer satisfaction and loyalty (Stank
et al., 2005). A conceptual model for liner shipping revenue management (LSRM) is
proposed by Ting &Tzeng (2004, pp. 199-211) and a slot allocation model is
formulated through mathematical programming to maximize freight contribution.
They illustrate this slot allocation model with a case study of a Taiwan liner shipping
company and and the results show the model’s applicability and excellent
performances in practice. Liner shipping revenue management (LSRM) is an
excellent research area with a high potential for developing new models and
procedures to improve revenue, and provide decision support to liner shipping
companies, and according to their discussions, cargo weight is the crucial factor to
achieve better capacity utilization.
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In addition, researches relating to the measurement of performance in shipping have
approached the measurement of performance from different perspectives and most
studies have sought to analyze determinants or predictors of high performance rather
than develop a systematic approach to the measurement of performance. Randoy,
Down and Jenssen (2003, pp. 40-54) examine the effect of corporate governance
mechanisms on the financial performance of 32 publicly traded maritime firms from
Norway and Sweden during the period 1996-1998. Using Return on Assets (ROA),
Return on Equity (ROE) and Return on Sales (ROS) as the measure of firm
performance, they find (through regression analysis) that maritime firms with a
founding family CEO have better financial performance than maritime firms with a
non-founding family CEO; a high level of board independence enhances profitability
in maritime firms; but there is no significant relation between the level of board
ownership and firm profitability in maritime firms. Panayides (2003, pp. 123–1400)
examines the relationship between competitive strategy and performance in the
context

of

ship

management

companies.

Recognizing

performance

as

a

multi-dimensional construct, performance is measured using seven items of
self-reported measures constructed from questionnaires. The study finds that
companies that apply competitive strategies are more likely to be high performers.
The strongest influences on performance seem to be achieving economies of scale,
differentiation (in particular through a wider range of services offered), and
market-focus and competitor-analysis. It is suggested that high performers are more
likely to pursue a combination of the generic strategies rather than pursue one of the
generic strategies in isolation. Jenssen and Randoy (2006, pp. 327–343) investigate
how innovation contributes to company performance in Norwegian shipping. They
hypothesize that organizational

and inter-organizational

variables

influence

innovation and innovation in turn influences performance in the shipping firms.
Performance is said to be measured by financial results, market position and
bargaining power, although it is not clear from the paper how these are actually
computed and why they are considered appropriate.
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Furthermore, the paper of Lun, Pang and Panayides(2010, pp.203-226) examines how
the factor and product markets are related to organizational capacity and firm
performance in the container shipping industry. The findings revealed Expansion can
be a strategy for firms to achieve performance gains. This study used a simple linear
regression equation model and objective data to empirically test the relationship
between organizational capacity and firm performance, shedding light on the
profitability of ocean carriers.

On the basis of the preceding discussion, it may be also appropriate to assess shipping
lines comprehensive logistics performance using a number of key performance
measures depending on the scope of the analysis consist of capacity utilization
performance

measures,

financial

performance

measures

and

market-based

performance measures, and regression equation model and objective data can also be
adopted for empirically test.

Chapter 3 Case Study of COSCO Logistics○1
3.1 Introduction of COSCO Logistics
After entering the 21st century, consolidating the leading status in shipping and
logistics industry has become the most significant part of COSCO’s strategies and
mission. To this end, COSCO Logistics was established by the China COSCO
Holding company in January 2002, this logistics branch of COSCO aims to integrate
the internal logistics resources, rationalize the management of global supply chains
and provide comprehensives and seamless logistics services for the customers. Now,
COSCO Logistics has become one of the largest logistics companies in China and has
over 300 service providers across the country. COSCO has positioned itself around
the three key business areas: 3PL modern logistics(Third Party Logistics), ship agency,
freight forwarding based on its marketing conditions and brand strategies, so as to
consolidate even improve its competitive edge in house electric appliances,
automobile, electricity and chemical industries. COSCO Logistics will go beyond the
1
○
All the data and figures of COSCO in this case study were collected from COSCO website and its annual report
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traditional shipping businesses to provide customers with comprehensive
value-added logistics services. Within a considerably short time, COSCO
Logistics has integrated and consummated its service resources to establish a
comprehensive transportation network, which includes variable services such as
aero transportation, inter-city express, railway transportation ,barge and feeders,
etc,.
Figure 6. Strategic partners and customers of COSCO Logistics

3.1.1 3PL Service of COSO Logistics
There are mainly two kinds of logistics services provided by COSCO 3PL services:
Products Logistics and Project Logistics.

The Products logistics service focuses on

the manufacture customers or those customers who sell the manufactured products
(the big retailers). The services include Household Appliances Logistics, Automobile
Logistics, Chemical Products Logistics, Retail Logistics and Exhibition Logistics. For
the Project Logistics, Electric power Project Logistics and Petrochemical Project
Logistics are two major services types. Till now COSCO Logistics has already
established strong strategic partnerships with those manufacturers in variable industry
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field to provide them customized 3PL services. Within those partners, there are many
famous companies who are the great giants in their own industry field (see Figure 6).
For example, Haier and Sharp (Household Appliances Logistics), Audi and
Volkwagen (Automobile Logistics), Auchan (Retail Logistics), Shell (Chemical
Products Logistics), National Grid of China (Electric power Project Logistics) and
Sinopec (Petrochemical Project Logistics).
Figure 7. Household Logistics service of COSCO

For the Household appliances logistics, COSCO designed a comprehensive solution
which begins from the storage planning for the fresh products that are just taken off
the assembly line to the regional distribution for retailers and ending customers (see
Figure 7). The simple description of the Household appliances logistics solution is as
follows:
1. Off Assembly line: COSCO receive the final products from the end of the
assembly line and move to the final products warehouse in factory.
2. Warehouse management: Factory warehouse and Central warehouse management.
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3. Inter –Warehouse allocation: To allocate products reasonably between factory
warehouse and Central warehouse, so as to improve the efficiency of the
distribution preparation works.
4. Inter –Warehouse transportation: To manage the products transportation between
factory warehouse and Central warehouse in the most effective way.
5. Trunk transportation: To manage the products transportation from warehouse to
sales center or Regional Distribution Center (RDC) including truck, aero , sea and
Railway transportation.
Figure 8. Automobile Logistics Services of COSCO

 International & Domestic
Purchasing Logistics

Automobile Logistics

Imported Assembling Parts

 International & Domestic
Purchasing Logistics

Domestic material
&Assembling Parts

Sea Transportation
Truck Transportation

 JIT Manufacturing Logistics

Sea Port terminal

 Assembling Parts sales
Logistics

Overseas Manufacturing Domestic Manufacturing

Coast Transportation

Railway Transportation Customs
Clearance

Finished Automobile Transportation

MILK--- Run

 Assembling Parts sales
Logistics

“Zero-Kilometer” Cars
Coastal Transportation Transportation

“Zero-Kilometer” Cars
Transportation
(Railway & Truck)

Finished Automobile
Transportation

Warehousing

 JIT Manufacturing Logistics

Finished Automobiles Storage
Assembling Manufacturing

6. Horizontal allocation: To manage the transportation between RDC or from RDC
to Warehouse.
7. Retrieve transportation: To manage the transportation from sales center to RDC or
warehouse and from RDC to central warehouse.
8. Barcode management: To scan then the barcode of the final products and feedback
the barcode information to manufactures.
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Figure 9. Retail Logistics services of COSCO

For the Automobile Logistics solution, COSCO will help the Car manufacturer to
manage the whole transportation process including the JIT manufacturing
transportation, sea transportation (Ro-Ro) and inland transportation (truck and
railway). In addition, COSCO Logistics will provide the carmakers inventory and
distribution management services, even to help them make customs clearance and

provide transshipment warehouse (see figure 8). As for the Retail logistics, In the
Retail Logistics field, COSCO Logistics realized

the IT system connection with

customers, so as to enhance the significant application of IT system in the Logistics
operation. Through the IT system connection, the supply chain between partners
becomes visible and information communicated in real-time, so the collaboration
becomes closer and effective (showed in figure 9).
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Figure 10. Exhibition Logistics services of COSCO

Furthermore, for the Exhibition Logistics, besides the transportation services
including Inner River, coastal, sea and aero transportation, transshipment services,
COSCO Logistics also provide customs clearance services, and exhibition pavilion
layout services for customer as well ( see figure 10). Regarding to the last product
logistics service---the Chemical products Logistics, COSCO Logistics will help
customers form material procurement to final products distribution. Within the overall
services, COSCO Logistics will provide inventory and distribution route planning
services for the chemical products manufacturers, certainly the safe transportation
services will be the most important part for the chemical products. Two transportation
solutions could be chosen by customers: Direct transportation and RDC distribution.
Customers could find their own option based on their products characteristics and
manufacturing routings (see figure 11).
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Figure 11. Chemical Products Logistics services of COSCO

Besides the Products Logistics, the Project Logistics service is also a significant
component of COSCO Logistics 3PL services. There are mainly two types of project
services are under operation: Petrochemical Project and Electric Power Project. To
enable the project logistics services keep in viable and in efficiency, COSCO
Logistics will participate in the project design job to work together with customers so
as to perceive the project clearly and make out a complete logistics solution. Not only
work out a solution on paper, COSCO Logistics will also carry out the pragmatic
investigation at the reality scene that related with the logistics solution, such as to
investigate a bridge or highway to see if it can accommodate the weight or length of
the project objects. To ensure the smooth operation of project, COSCO Logistics will
provide its specialized equipments and infrastructures to help the safe transportation.
In this condition, Variety of vessels and self owned terminals will become the
important support resources. In addition, with the strong IT system and strict quality
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management standard, COSCO Logistics enables the visibility of the whole operation
process of the solution. To customers, they could track the project operation in real
time and get a final report for the logistics solution implementation (see figure 12).
Figure 12. Project Logistics services of COSCO

3.1.2 Ship Agent & Freight Forward Services of COSCO Logistics
COSCO Logistics as the biggest ship agent company in China, it has more than 80
sub-companies to provide ship agent services that cover all ports city of China and
many overseas ports.

The ship agent company established special teams to serve the Liner vessels for slot
sales, bookings acceptance, documents produce, freight rate calculation and data
communication, which the whole service package of ship agent will be provided.
There are four stages included in the Liner vessel services: 1. before the voyage begin,
produce the voyage agent plan; 2. while vessel is in port, produce documents and
communication telexes according to standard context, time and format, as well as
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services guidance notes; 3. After vessel sailing, produce terminal departure report of
vessels according to relevant liner companies requirement; 4. Voyage accounts
settlement, produce identical voyage accounts bill and translate all charge items for
entrusters convenience.

For voyage vessels (non-liner) agent services, COSCO agent will focus on the voyage
time and port charge saving. Through its chief coordinator to provide vessels the
comprehensive berthing and in-port services so to realize the minimum in-port cost.
As for the oil tanks, iron ore bulk vessels, chemical vessels and other special vessels,
COSCO agent will make customized solution to provide professional services.

Turning to the freight forwarder services, COSCO Logistics cooperated with many
liner companies closely, so that it can provide customers with the lowest cost and the
best time to transport cargoes all around the world. The freight forwarder of COSCO
Logistics has professional operation abilities, which is familiar with customs
clearance, inspections and quarantine regulations, and keeps good relationships with
relevant authorities as well. Therefore, it can promise the smooth import and export of
cargoes. In addition, the freight forwarder services also provide a whole package
services for Less than Container Loading combination, container freight station
storing, container trailer service and dangerous cargoes transportation.

Rely on the network of COSCO line around the world, the freight forward company
established a global transportation system with the help of overseas agents, which
enables it to carry out door to door services through intermodal transportation. The
Intermodal transportation includes inner river transportation, railway transportation,
truck transportation, sea and aero transportation. Especially for the aero and railway
transportation that connect with ocean shipping , has improved COSCO Logistics
comprehensive capabilities and realized the seamless effectiveness.
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3.2 The performance of COSCOC Container Line before Logistics Services
Launching
The COSCO Container Line is a sub-company, a specialized container transportation
company, of the COSCO group. It was established in 1998 in Shanghai through a
combination of the Shanghai Ocean transportation Company and COSCO Container
Center. At the very beginning of the COSCO container Center establishment, COSCO
has only one container vessel with 218TEUs capacity to provide only one
international service that just between China and Australia. Until the merge with
Shanghai Ocean transportation Company, COSCO Container Line became the most
significant and well-known shipping line company in the world that possesses 118
container vessels with 182561TEUs capacity. At that time, COSCO line provided
about 90 international and domestic services covering over 30 countries with almost
100 ports all around the world. To have a clear perception of the development and
performance of COSCO Container Line after 1998 until its new Logistics strategy
commencement, performance data from 1998 to 2003 are selected, so that a simple
description and evaluation could be carried out. The selected data include the
container vessel numbers and capacities, handling cargoes volumes and container line
revenue. As before COSCO Container Line was not a public company, so to protect
its privacy, the selected data were made some adjustments. However, a clear picture of
COSCO line’s development could still be depicted as bellow.

After the merge with Shanghai Ocean transportation Company, the fleet scale of
COSCO Line experience a significant growth and become an important Liner service
provider of the world. In 1998 its vessel number reached to 118 with 194891TEUs
capacity, this fleet scale was ranked at the 7th position in the liner industry. Although
the fleet scale of COSCO line was considerably large and kept in a stable market
position, its fleet structure was quite old and needs to be rebuilt so as to follow the
strong growth of the market needs. Although the vessel number was decreased from
118 to 111 between the year of 1998 and 2001, the capacity of COSCO still kept in a
stable increase (see figure 13). This is because the fleet structure adjustment that the
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old and low capacity vessels were substituted by the new vessels with bigger capacity.
However, before the launching of logistics service, the fleet scale always kept stably
under 120 vessels, and the capacity were around 200 thousand TEUs. Because after
the merge, the liner market was in a fierce competition situation, especially after
China joined the World Trade Organization (WTO) and opened its domestic market,
which means the liner shipping giants like MAERSK line, APL, and NYK line can
enter into Chinese market to challenge COSCO line directly. So the scale
development of COSCO line was in quite discreet, the main efforts of COSCO line
was focus on the customers developing for their revenue and capacity utilization.
Figure 13. The fleet container capacity of COSCO Line from 1998 to 2003(Units: TEUs)

While look at the container handling volume, compared with the capacity growth, the
handling volume has experienced a dramatic fluctuation before the logistics service
launching (see figure 14). The highest volume of handling was in year 2000 which
reached to 3023066TEUs. Compared with the lowest record during that period of
1998 to 2003, it almost has a 45% growth which was a significant improvement for
the COSCO line.

Although there was a fierce decreasing for cargoes handling in

2001which was affected by the “9, 11” terrorist attack in U.S.A., the handling volume
was almost get recovered to the same level as that of year 2000 before the beginning
of logistics strategy. After all, the container cargoes handling volume has an important
growth which was about 100 thousand TEUs, it is about 15 times volume as much as
that of the capacity (see figure 15), which was an ideal capacity utilization record
after the merger of 1998.
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Figure 14.

Container capacity and Containers Handling 1 (1998-2003)
(Unit:TEUs)

Figure 15. Container capacity and Containers Handling 2 (1998-2003)
(Unit:TEUs)

Accompanied by the growth of container Cargoes handling, the container revenue of
COSCO Line also experienced a considerable increasing. Although there was a slight
down in 2001 because of “9,11”,the same reason as that caused the plummet of
container handling volume, the revenue still got a 54% growth from 1998 to 2003,
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reached at about 24 billion RMB. The steady growth of the revenue signified the right
strategy of COSCO line to develop market for customers acquiring and effective
capacity utilization. However, the improvement of the revenue was not obviously
enough Compared with that after the logistics services providing (comparison will be
carried out in next chapter), which was fluctuated within 10 billion RMB (from 15 to
25) and still under the 25 billion RMB (see figure16).
Figure 16. Container Revenue of COSCO Line (1998-2003)

To show a clearer picture of the COSCO line performance before logistics services
commencing, the growth rate of the container capacity, container handling volume
and the container revenue are displayed as bellow figure 17 and 18. Same As before
mentioned, the capacity growth rate kept in a considerably stable situation, except in
1999 and 2002 that the growth rate of capacity have about 8% positive change, in the
rest of years during that period, the growth rate were all kept under 4% positive. As
for the container revenue, there were almost no positive growth between 2000 and
2001; the growth rate in 2001 was even slightly negative. Although the revenue had a
significantly positive change in 2002, the slow down growth rate of 2003 decreased to
the same level as that of 1999.
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Figure 17.

Growth Rate of Container Revenue,Handling and Capacity 1(percent%)

Finally, the most dramatic fluctuation of the container handling volume before year of
2004 told that the handling cargoes volume growth rate could be easier affected by the
macro- environment (like political factors). Although the other two growth rates
(revenue and capacity) could be kept with little change and above the zero line,
handling cargoes volume growth rate could be pulled up and down in a great extent.
Figure 18. Growth Rate of Container Revenue,Handling and Capacity 2(percent%)

From all the analysis about the performance of COSCO Line before the logistics
services launching, the revenue and capacity utilization of COSCO Line kept in a
quite stable situation with a little increasing during those 5 years. However, while
turning to the growth rate of those three indicators (revenue, capacity and handling
volume), all these three growth rates experienced the slow down and even negatively
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growth. Therefore, the performance of the COSCO Line was not quite ideal, and
needs to adjust the development strategy so as to improve its performance with strong
capability to face the fierce competition and the uncertainty of the global economic
environment.

3.3 The Hypotheses of the benefits of comprehensive logistics services after
COSCO Logistics launching

In 2002, COSCO Container Line established its sub-company, the COSCO Logistics
to provide customers with comprehensive logistics services including 3PL modern
logistics, ship agency and freight forwarding services. This new strategy was carried
out to satisfy the ever increasing service demands from customers. More importantly,
it was aimed to follow the development trend of the shipping industry, so that COSCO
Line could withstand the fierce competition of the international shipping market,
especially after China joined the WTO and opened the domestic market to its strong
rivalries. The direct challenge from the foreign shipping giants and the complicated
economic environment impelled COSCO Line to implement this comprehensive
logistics strategy. However, the effectiveness and validity of this new strategy need to
be verified. To serve the verification purpose, three benefits hypotheses of the
COSCO Logistics was made out as bellow:
Hypothesis 1: Liner companies’ comprehensive logistics services benefit the
major revenue results of shipping lines
Hypothesis 2: Liner companies’ comprehensive logistics services help lines
optimize Liners capacity utilization
Hypothesis 3: Liner companies’ comprehensive logistics services become the
significant part of liners revenue factor to resist the uncertainty of liner industry
To test these three hypotheses, the comparison of the major revenue, capacity
utilization and main factors of the revenue before and after the logistics services
launching will be carried out, so as to see if the logistics launching has affected these
indicators in the significant extent. The most important part of the verification after
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the comparison is the relationship validity test through a simple liner regression model
between logistics services and major revenues, as well as the relationship with
capacity utilization. Only through the founded correlation coefficient between these
indicators with logistics services, the relationship validity could be verified.

For hypothesis 1, the turnover during the two different periods (Period 1: year 1998 to
year 2003, Period 1: year 2004 to year 2010) will be used. If the later period turnover
has a significant growth (not only the absolute quantity has an increasing, but also the
turnover growth rate has a stronger growth than before), and the relationship between
the logistics services and the turnover has been verified as valid, then the hypothesis
stands. Otherwise, the hypothesis will be denied.

For the hypothesis 2, the data of container capacity and the handling containers
volume (TEUs) will be used to make comparison between the different periods that
before and after the comprehensive logistics services launching. If the indicator has an
obvious increasing accompanied by the logistics services development and the
relationship between the handling capacities and logistics services is clarified in
positive connection, then this hypothesis will be defined as valid. If there is no
positive connection or no valid relationship, the hypothesis will be denied.

For the last hypothesis, the data of logistics revenue, container revenue and the total
turnover will be applied to make an analysis. The percentage of logistics revenue in
total turnover and that of the container revenue will be used to make a comparison, so
as to verify if the logistics revenue has increased to a significant extent and affected
the structure of the total turnover. In addition, a simple sensitivity analysis will also be
carried out between logistics revenue and total turnover to further test the relationship
between these two indicators. If the percentage of logistics revenue in the total
turnover has a positive growth, and to make up the container revenue losses to some
extent if there is percentage decreasing for container revenue, this can identify the
significant role of logistics revenue for the total turnover. Furthermore, if the simple
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sensitivity outcome also shows the close relationship between logistics revenue and
total turnover, which means that the changing of logistics revenue could affect that of
the total turnover in the same direction sensitively, then the hypothesis is valid.
Otherwise, the hypothesis will be denied if either of the above two tests failed.

Chapter 4 Data analysis and hypotheses test of benefits of COSCO logistics
4.1 Hypothesis 1test and Performance Comparison: Logistics services benefit
the total turnover
To test the first hypotheses, which assumes that the comprehensive logistics services
of COSCO could benefit the total turnover of the COSCO Line, data of logistics
revenue and total turnover was collected from year 2004 to 2010. For the most
significant relationship clarification between the logistics revenue and total turnover,
the simple linear regression analyzing approach will be used to establish a prediction
model as following:

In above formula, Yt represents the total turnover, which means the dependent
variable during the time period of t. Xt represents the logistics revenue, which means
the value of Independent variable during the time period of t, a 、b represent the
parameter of the simple linear regression equation.

Parameter a、b can be calculated through below equation(

represents v

):
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To simplify the calculation, several definitions are made as below:

After the definition, a、b can be get by below new formula:

Then put the parameter a、b into the simple linear regression equation Yt = a + bxt，the
prediction model can be established , therefore, as long as the xt is given , the
prediction value of

can be calculated out.

In addition, in the simple linear regression model, the correlation between x、 Y also
needs to be clarified for the relevance degree and direction measurement of variables.
The correlation coefficient (r ) needs to be calculated as below:

Just as mentioned in the methodology chapter, the correlation coefficient r is between
the values scope as -1≤r≤1 。if r>0，the variables have positive linear correlation, that
is if Xi get increased, then Yi will get increased in linear as well. If r<0，it’s a
negative linear correlation, that means if Xi get increased, then Yi

will get

decreased in the linear relationship. In addition, if |r|=0，then there is no linear
correlation between X and Y ； if |r|=1 ， then X and Y have complete linear
correlation ；if 0<|r|<1，there is linear correlation between X and Y：0.7≤|r|<1 means
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high linear correlation；0.4≤|r|<0.7 means obvious linear correlation；|r|<0.4 means
low linear correlation.

After above definition of linear regression calculation formula and prediction model
establishment, the collected data of logistics revenue and turnover from 2004 to 2010
could be processed through the spread sheet of Microsoft Excel, and got the outcome
as below:

, Turnover =7.414289164*logistics revenue-5738490435
Table 3. Output of the linear regression prediction analysis for Turnover and Logistics revenue

SUMMARY OUTPUT
Correlation Coefficient

0.808400914

R Square

0.653512038

Intercept

-5738490435

Adjusted R Square

0.584214445

X Variable 1

7.414289164

Standard Deviation

24031207004

P-value(Significance F)

0.027754908

Coefficients

RESIDUAL OUTPUT
Observations

Estimated Y

Residuals

Standard residuals

1

18041274261

12485857283

0.569158734

2

55079322088

-14916729088

-0.67996826

3

73428568210

-22761219210

-1.037553644

4

82060461598

24813433402

1.131102337

5

1.00388E+11

30297774919

1.381102061

6

84174883410

-17170619410

-0.782710213

7

1.0705E+11

-12748497895

-0.581131016

From the output table, the significance F (same as p value) is 0.027754908, which
means the linear regression model is a valid statistics study (0.05≥p>0.01), it also told
that there is significant linear regression relationship between X and Y (logistics
revenue and total turnover). Although the R square only got 0.653512038, which is
not quite ideal as in linear regression model, because R square measures the Goodness
of fit of the equation, the bigger the values of R square, the better of the fitness of the
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equation, and there is stronger linear relation between variables. But from the other
side of the Estimated Turnover(the Standard residuals), the absolute values of the
Standard residuals are relatively small, which are scattered within the scope between
(-2，2)(see figure 19), this means the confidence degree is reliable, it proved the ideal
situation of Goodness of Fit between the equation and the observation value, which
means there is still an obvious linear relationship between the variables of X and Y. In
addition, the Correlation Coefficient is 0.808400914, which is a positive value and
within the scope of 0.7≤|r|<1, it also means high linear correlation exists between the
logistics revenue and total turnover, and the variables have positive linear correlation,
that is if logistics get increased, then the turnover will get increased as well.
Figure 19. the Standard residuals of the estimated Turnover from the linear regression analysis

So as a result, the linear regression model for the first hypothesis is valid to some
extent and there is a positive linear correlation between logistics revenue and the
turnover of COSCO Line. After this relationship verification through the linear
regression prediction, the practical performance comparison of the total turnover
during two periods will be described as bellow so as to give a pragmatic picture to
verify the benefits of logistics services to the total turnover of COSCO Line.
As can be seen from the figures 20 and 21, the absolute logistics revenue got
continuously stable increasing from 3 billion RMB to about 15 billion RMB after year
2004 till 2010, except in the year of 2009 which had a slightly decreasing
accompanied by the same situation of the total turnover of COSCO Line. Such a same
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changing trend between logistics and turnover well explained the linear correlation of
the two variables, and testified the logistics services affects for the total turnover that
the continuously improvement and expansion of the COSCO Logistics services will
benefit the total turnover of the COSCO Line.
Figure 20. Logistics revenue and Total turnover of COSCO Line 1(Year 2004-2010)
(Units:RMB)

Figure 21. Logistics revenue and Total turnover of COSCO Line 2(Year 2004-2010)
(Units:RMB)

To further clarify the benefits of logistics srvices for total turnover, the comparison of
the two periods’ turnover and turnover growth rate are made as in figure 22 and 23.
Befoe the logistics services launching, the total turnover of COSCO Line stayed
around 20 billion RMB, the highest record was about 24 billion RMB in 2003. After
the logistics services launching, there was a significant increasing for the total
turnover, the highest record brook the roof of 100 billion RMB to 130 billion RMB.
Although tere was a plummet in 2009, the turnover still remain above 60 billion RMB,
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which was still 2 times more than that of the highest record before the logistics
services launching.
Figure 22. Total turnover comparison for the two periods before and after logistics
launching(Year 1998-2003 and Year 2004-2010)

Regarding with the growth rate of the total turnover, before the logistics strtegy, the
highest growth rate was recoded at 18%. But after the logistics strategy carried out,
the growth rate inreased dramaticly, which was even recorded as 110%. Although in
2009 there was a negtive record of -40%, the growth rate of the total turnover still had
a significant improvement compared with the mono-strtegic period.
Figure 23. Turnover growth rate comparison between periods of Year 1998-2003 and Year
2004-2010 (Units:%)

With the reality data support, and the verification of the linear correlation between
logistics revenue and total turnover of COSCO Line, the hypothesis 1 about the
benefits of the logistics services could contribute to the turnover of COSCO Line
stands in steady.
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4.2 Hypothesis 2 test and Performance Comparison: COSCO Logistics services
benefit the Liners capacity utilization
To test the second hypothesis about the COSCO logistics services benefit the Liners
capacity utilization, data of logistics revenue and the handling volume of container
cargoes were collected from year 1998 to 2010. Same as hypothesis 1, the first step of
the test is the relationship verification between the two variables of logistics revenue
and the handing containers volume. The simple linear regression approach will also
be applied to make prediction model so as to clarify the validation of the linear
correlation between the variables. Use the same equation in hypothesis 1 and
processed the data with the spread sheet of Microsoft Excel, the result are as follows
(see table 4 and figure 24):
, Y=

0.0002x + 3062337

In above equation, the linear regression model was established in the same way as that
of hypothesis 1, Yt represents the container cargoes handling volume, which means
the dependent variable during the time period of t. Xt represents the logistics revenue,
which means the value of Independent variable during the time period of t, a 、b
represent the parameter of the simple linear regression equation.
Figure 24. The linear correlation between logistics revenue and
containers handling volume
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From the output table, the significance F (same as p value) is 0.0206566, which
means this linear regression model is a valid statistics study (0.05≥p>0.01), and there
is significant linear regression relationship between X and Y (logistics revenue and
containers handling volume). The R square is 0.948664416, which is a quite ideal
value as in linear regression model, because R square measures the Goodness of fit of
the equation, the bigger the values of R square, the better of the fitness of the equation,
so there is stronger linear relation between these two variables. In addition, from the
aspect of the estimated containers handling volume (the Standard residuals), the
absolute values of the Standard residuals are relatively small, which are scattered
within the scope between (-2，2)(see figure 25), this means the confidence degree is
reliable, it also proved the ideal situation of Goodness of fit between the equation and
the observation value, which means there is still an obvious linear relationship
between the variables of X and Y. for the most important value of Correlation
Coefficient, which is 0.973994053, it is a positive value and within the scope of
0.7≤|r|<1 and that is very close to 1, it also means very high linear correlation exists
between the logistics revenue and containers handling volume, and the variables have
positive linear correlation, that is if logistics get increased, the containers handling
volume will get increased as well.
Figure 25. The Standard residuals of the estimated containers handling volume from the linear
regression analysis
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After above linear regression prediction, the strong liner correlation between logistics
revenue and container handing volume was proved, and the logistics revenue will
affect the container handling volume in a positive direction. From figure 26, a
significant increase of container handling volume can be seen after COSCO provide
its comprehensive logistics services after 2002. Before the logistics strategy launching,
the handling container volume always stayed below or around 3 million TEUs, after
Table 4. Output of the linear regression prediction analysis for containers handing volume and
Logistics revenue

SUMMARY OUTPUT
0.973994053
0.948664416 Intercept
0.938397299 X Variable 1
204795.9345
0.0206566

Correlation Coefficient
R Square
Adjusted R Square
Standard Deviation
P-value(Significance F)

Coefficients
3062337.251
4796.594593

RESIDUAL OUTPUT
Observations

Estimated Y

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Residuals

Standard residuals

4037175308

-829886763.8

-0.901387273

7616192736

586591264.1

0.637130176

10381563823

296069176.8

0.321577593

13247106992

-1405249992

-1.526322039

13650227191

663522808.6

0.720689907

10972283634

1154755366

1.254245562

15678121860

-465801860.1

-0.505933926

2004 till 2010, the container handling volume got a 2 times increase reached over the
6 million record. Meanwhile, after the logistics strategy, the capacity of COSCO Line
has also got an important development, the vessal number incresed to 150 from 111
and the capcity reached to 614092 TEUs from 182561 TEUs. Under this capacity
improvement situation, the container handling volume still kept in a strong growth
trend, and the capacity utiliztion indicator (Handlin Volume TEUs/ Capacity TEUs)
stayed in the same level of about110% as that of the before smaller fleet scale, the
logistcs services has contributed a significant part to the capacity utilization with the
positive affect on the container handling volume. So as in result, the logistics services
development of COSCO do benefit its capacity utilization with its significant
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contribution to the container handling volume increasing. The hypothesis 2 stands in
the valid position.
Figure 26. Container handling volume comparison for the two periods before and after logistics
launching(Year 1998-2003 and Year 2004-2010)(UNITS:TEUs)

4.3 Hypothesis 3 test and Performance Comparison: COSCO logistics services
become the significant part of liners revenue factor to resist uncertainty
To test this hypothesis, data of the COSCO turnover, logistics revenue and container
revenue will be collected to make analysis. As showed in the figure 27 and 28, at the
beginning year of the logistics strategy launching, the container revenue was still the
major part of COSCO’s turnover. In 2004, the container revenue was about 27 billion
RMB, which took up 89% of the total turnover of COSCO Line. Meanwhile, the
logistics revenue was only about 10% of the total turnover which was recorded at
about 3 billion RMB. However, in year 2006, although the container revenue got a 12
billion RMB growth, its proportion in total turnover slipped to 78%, there was an
almost 10% decrease. On the contrary, the logistics revenue in 2006 had a 3 times
increasing compared with that of 2004, which was about 10 billion RMB and
recorded as 21% of the total turnover, a significant sector growth for the COSCO Line
revenue. The significant contribution of logistics revenue was occurred in year 2008
and 2009 when there was a severe global economic crisis. Both of the proportion of
the container revenue and logistics revenue experienced a dramatic decreasing in
2008 compared with that of 2006, more than half was lost for container proportion
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which only got 34% left and the same situation for the logistics revenue as well.
Figure 27. The total turnover, container revenue and logistics revenue of COSCO
from year 2004 to 2010(Units: RMB)

However, the logistics revenue still kept the proportion of 10% which was the same as
that of 2004. But in the next year of 2009, the container sector slipped into a worse
situation, the container revenue plummeted to the lowest record after the logistics
strategy launching, only 27 billion RMB was recorded, the same record as that of the
year of 2004. And the container proportion only got 41% left in the total turnover.
Figure 28. The respective proportion of container revenue and logistics revenue in total turnover
from year 2004-2010(Units:%)

Fortunately, although the logistics revenue had a slightly decreasing compared with
that of the year of 2008; the 12 billion RMB logistics revenue helped it take up about
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18% of the total turnover of COSCO Line, and the revenue has almost 3 times
increasing compared with the logistics revenue in 2004. Although there was a slightly
recover for the container revenue in 2010, and the logistics proportion had a 2%
decreasing, the important contribution of the logistics revenue for the total turnover of
COSCO Line is obvious, especially for the lost make up during the serious global
economic crisis that the logistics services could ensure a stable revenue to resist the
uncertainty of the macro-environment to some extent.

After the revenue comparison between logistics sector and container sector of
COSCO, to further test the importance degree of logistics revenue in the total turnover,
a simple sensitivity analysis between logistics revenue and turnover was made out as
bellow, in the analysis, a simple sensitivity model was established by using the linear
regression equation got from the first hypothesis. From hypothesis 1, the linear
relation equation between logistics revenue and turnover as following:

, Turnover =7.414289164*logistics revenue-5738490435
The sensitivity model used the logistics revenue of year 2010(X1) as a beginning data;
then to change the logistics revenue within the scope between 20% and -20%, and 5%
sensitivity changing(Nx) was applied to calculate the new logistics revenue (Xt).
Xt=(1+Nx)*X1 ,Nx=(20%,-20)

X1=15,212,320,000

Then through the linear equation, the new turnover (Yt) was got, compared with the
beginning turnover (Y1), the sensitivity changing of the turnover (Ny) can be
calculated out (see Table 5).
Ny=(Yt- Y1)*100%
Y1

From the simple sensitivity analysis, the result showed a very sensitive relationship
between the logistics revenue and turnover (see figure 29). While the logistics
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revenue got 20% increasing, the outcome of the turnover would have a 21%
increasing. And once there was more than 5% changing in logistics revenue, the
sensitivity changing of turnover would get a 1% more than that of the logistics
changing. If the changing degree was within 5%, the turnover would have the same
sensitivity changing as that of the logistics revenue. So the turnover could be affected
Table 5. Result of the simple sensitivity analysis between logistics revenue and total turnover

logistics
revenue(X1)
15,212,320,000
Nx
20%
15%
10%
5%
0%
-5%
-10%
-15%
-20%

Turnover(Y1)

logistics revenue(Xt)
18,254,784,000
17,494,168,000
16,733,552,000
15,972,936,000
15,212,320,000
14,451,704,000
13,691,088,000
12,930,472,000
12,169,856,000

Turnover(Yt)
129,607,954,576.14
123,968,519,367.34
118,329,084,158.54
112,689,648,949.74
107,050,213,740.94
101,410,778,532.14
95,771,343,323.34
90,131,908,114.54
84,492,472,905.74

107,050,213,741
Ny
21%
16%
11%
5%
0%
-5%
-11%
-16%
-21%

by the logistics revenue in a considerably high sensitivity, which means the turnover
could be affected by the logistics revenue easily with almost the same changing
direction and percentage degree as that of the logistics revenue.
Figure 29. The sensitivity changing of Turnover affected by logistics revenue
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As a result for the hypothesis 3, the logistics revenue do become the major part of the
total turnove of COSCO Line, especially when there was a downtime of the container
revenue, the logistics revenue become a significant revenue to mke up the lost to
some extent. More importantly, the logistics revenue could also affect the total
turnover in a quite sensitive degree. With the further development of the
comprehensive logistics services of COSCO Logistics, the significant contribution of
the logistics revenue could help the liner company to fight against the complicated
uncertainty of the macro-environment.

4.4 Comparison of COSCO Logistics with Other major carriers
After the hypotheses analysis of the COSCO logistics benefits, all the results showed
that the comprehensive logistics services of COSCO do bring advantages to the whole
operation of the COSCO Line. However, as an inevitable evolution trend for the
shipping line industry, the international industrial community will not neglect this
significant opportunity of comprehensive logistics services development for the
business expansion. Major carriers like MAERSK, NYK, APL and OOCL have also
regarded the comprehensive logistics services as their development strategies to keep
competitive advantages. To have a preliminary perception about the logistics strategy
development of the international shipping line community, a simple comparison
Figure 30. Logistics revenue of major carriers from Year 2005-2010(Units:billion US$)

Source: Annual Report of carriers published on website(NYK,MAERSK,APL,OOCL,COSCO)
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between COSCO Logistics with other major carriers’ logistics performance was
carried out. Logistics revenue of five major shipping line companies from year 2005
to 2010 were collected, and the respective turnover as well.

As can be seen from the figure 30, the logistics revenue of NYK was quite
outstanding compared with other four carriers. In January 2004, NYK restructured its
overseas subsidiaries under the NYK Logistics brand, draws on both of its
management resources accumulated over many years in the shipping business and
global partnerships with customers to build supply-chain management systems for
high-quality services that encompass everything from marine and air transportation to
warehousing, land transportation and harbor terminal operations (NYK, 2004). After
its resources consolidation, the NYK Logistics revenue experienced a significant
increasing from 3.2 billion US$ in 2005 to about 5 billion US$ in 2008, which was
almost 2 times more than that of COSCO, MAERSK and OOCL in 2008, and was 4
times more than APL. Although affected by the economics crisis after 2008, NYK
logistics revenue still kept over 3 billion US$ in 2010. So as an important strategy for
the whole group, the NYK logistics regarded as significant revenue resource. Form
year 2005 to 2010, the revenue of NYK logistics always kept around 20%
contribution to the total turnover except the year of 2006 (see figure 31&32)(NYK,
2010), compared with COSCO logistics, the NYK logistics was a relatively matured
competitor with stronger resource focusing on the comprehensive logistics strategic
development.

As a world-class provider of innovative logistics and supply-chain services and
solutions, the OOCL Group’s strategy is to build and leverage its IT capabilities on
their existing open platforms that provide superior quality and cost efficiency for
Transportation and Logistics applications. OOCL Logistics has an extensive network
of some 92 offices in 30 countries around the world providing advanced
customer-specific solutions through their IT technology and value-creating services in
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supply-chain management; through innovative end-to-end international logistics
services, the OOCL Logistics' International logistics group focuses on serving
customers with global sourcing and supply-chain-management needs(OOCL, 2010).
As showed in figure 30, the revenue of OOCL logistics had a significant growth from
1.2 billion US$ in 2005 to about 3.5 billion US$ in 2010. Rely on its considerably
advanced IT technology, its logistics services become its important part of total
turnover, which steadily increased from 16% in 2005 to about 20% in the year of
2010(see figure 31 &32). This significant increasing made its logistics revenue reach
at the same level as NYK logistics, which makes OOCL logistics strong competitor in
this strategy expansion field of liner companies.
Figure 31. Logistics revenue of major carriers 1 (proportion in turnover) from Year 2005-2010

Source: Annual Report of carriers published on website(NYK,MAERSK,APL,OOCL,COSCO)

Turning to the Giant liner company of MAERSK, its logistics services sub-sector of
Maersk Logistics/Damco is also the 10th largest global supplier of Supply Chain
Management (SCM) and forwarding services. Maersk Logistics/Damco has offices in
more than 90 countries, operates in two business areas: Forwarding activities that are
marketed under the Damco name, and Global Supply Chain Management solutions
under the name of Maersk Logistics. Although it’s logistics revenue was recorded as
the same level of COSCO (see Figure 30), its logistics revenue only took up about 5%
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proportion in MAERSK total turnover in 2010. But it doesn’t mean MAERSK
logistics service is in the inferior position. On the contrary, due to the diversified
business strategy of MAERSK, the Maersk Logistics/Damco will play an
indispensable role for the MAERSK development. Form figure 31 and 32, an obvious
improvement of MAERSK logistics can be seen clearly (MAERSK, 2010). Supported
by the superior shipping network of MAERK Line and stronger resourcing capability
(including capital resourcing and business resourcing), the future of MAERSK
logistics should not be underestimated.
The last carrier in this comparison is APL logistics. APL Logistics designs and
operates global supply chains that deliver products to everywhere around the world.
Their innovative end-to-end solutions use data connectivity for greater visibility and
control so as to provide the resources to support customers supply chain, their services
include: Supply chain design and engineering; Shipment consolidation and
deconsolidation; Global freight forwarding and customs management; Regional
warehousing and distribution networks management; IT solutions that increase supply
Figure 32. Logistics revenue of major carriers 2 (proportion in turnover) from Year 2005-2010

Source: Annual Report of carriers published on website(NYK,MAERSK,APL,OOCL,COSCO)

chain performance within manageable costs. As can be seen from figure 30, the
logistics revenue of APL kept in a relatively lower level compared with other four
liner companies, and its logistics revenue proportion in total turnover decreased from
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18% in 2005 to about 13% in year 2010( see figure 31 and 32) (APL,2010).
Compared with other four carriers, APL logistics had no obvious competitive edge,
but its following strategy in logistics services still told that to provide comprehensive
logistics services is a common development perception for liner companies.

From above simple comparison for the major carriers’ logistics services development,
the significance of the comprehensive logistics services for liner companies is obvious.
Liner companies regard this logistics strategy as their new business opportunity for
revenue increasing, and an important way to provide customers with satisfied services.
In this logistics sector, although COSCO Logistics has achieved a preliminary success,
compared with other Liner companies, COSCO Logistics has no outstanding
advantages to ensure its future development in this field. COSCO Logistics needs to
differentiate himself from other major rivalries so as to make the comprehensive
logistics services as its competitive edge and as its stable revenue point to mitigate the
negative effects of the uncertain economic environment for the frangible shipping line
industry.

Chapter 5 Conclusion

5.1 Conclusion of COSCO Logistics study
As a significant strategy for COSCO Line, the comprehensive logistics services not
only benefit the total turnover of the parent company, but also influence the liner
capacity utilization in a positive way. After the data analysis and hypotheses test,
COSCO Logistics revenue was proved to be a major part of the total turnover for the
liner company which will affect the total revenue in the same linear direction. With
the comprehensive logistics services, the container handling volume of COSCO has
increased to a considerable level and capacity utilization stayed in a stable situation
while the fleets scale of COSCO had an advanced development both in technique and
slot space. More importantly, the COSCO Logistics has already taken up about 20%
proportion of the total turnover of COSCO Line and could make up the lost of the
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container sector to some extent, which made COSCO logistics an indispensible factor
to fight against the uncertainty of the macroeconomic environment. However, as a
business opportunity of the comprehensive logistics services, the major liner
companies such as MAERSK, NYK, OOCL and APL etc., have already established
their own logistics operation sector as well. Compared with these major carriers,
COSCO Logistics almost has no competitive advantage to promise its future
expansion. To keep its existing achievement and continue to exploit the benefits of the
comprehensive logistics services, COSCO Logistics should cultivate its own different
unique capability so as to satisfy customers’ ever increasing transportation
requirement with the new added value from logistics services, therefore, to help the
whole COSCO Line to keep customers loyalty and stand fast in the global liner
shipping industry to withstand against the fierce competition and economic
fluctuation.

5.2 Limitation and future study

Due to the limitation of data resources and relatively short study time, this study has
many works could be addressed in the future relevant research. For the hypothesis 2
which is about the logistics services benefit to the capacity utilization, the logistics
revenue data should be changed to the logistics cargoes volume which is more
suitable for the linear regression analysis with the container handling volume.
Because of the data resources limits and the complicated logistics cargoes
measurement, the logistics volume data were not able to be collected. In the future
study may be a standard measurement approach of the logistics cargoes will be
applied, and then this second hypothesis could be analyzed in more valid way.
Another significant limitation of this study is the relatively short time period of the
COSCO logistics developing; the logistics data only got 8 years record from year
2004 to 2010. For a valid research study, the longer the time period data used of the
study objectives, the more representativeness and persuasiveness of the study. For
example, the shipping industry fluctuation cycle time is about 20 years, so for this
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study, if the logistics services data have the same time period record, the results could
be more accurate and meaningful.

In conclusion, the benefits of the comprehensive

logistics services for the liner companies need further deep study for a long time
period, and accurate data are needed. Only in this way, the real effects of the
comprehensive logistics services of liner shipping companies could be studied and
verified.
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